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Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation -~% %
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission NaD%
Washington, D.C. 20555 D'
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Subject: Arkansas Nuclear One - Units 1 & 2' ']ni

Docket Nos. 50-313, 50-368 -

License Nos. DPR-51, NPF-6
Natural Circulation Cooldown -
Generic Letter 81-21
(Fi1e: 1510, 2-1510)

Gentlemen:

In response to your letter dated May 5, 1981, (0CNA058110) the following
is provided.

We have reviewed our operating procedures relative to voiding during
absence of forced Reactor Coolant flow. Procedures have been upgraded to
ir.clude specific steps for monitoring for, ana recovery from, void
formation in RCS components other than the pressurizer.

Your letter requested we provide an assessment regarding the following
three items:

Item 1. A demonstration (e.g. analysis and/or test) that controlled
natural circulation cooldown from operating conditions to cold
shutdown conditions, conducted in accordance with your
procedure, should not result in reactor vessel voiding.

Response: AP&L has evaluated this issue for both our units. The
evaluation has included input from our NSSS vendors as well as
other utilitics with similar units. The conclusion from our
evaluation is the same for both units and is stated as follows:

Formation of a steam space in the upper vessel head region
during a natural circulation cooldown is a possible event. We

do not believe that the formation and/or existence of such a
steam space constitutes any significant safety concern. We
have concluded it is extremely improbable that this bubble
would enter a hot leg or cause a disruption of natural
circulation and/or core cooling
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: We believe that steam space formation in the Reactor Vessel
; head during natural circulation cooldown should be easily

recognizable by operators who have been trained to expect this
~

4

possibility. Corrective action to compress and recondense any
such void which might form has been included in our operating
procedures.

;
~ AP&L's operating philosophy is to avoid a natural circulation

cooldown whenever possible. That is, unless en extended-loss
of offsite power should occur, we would maintain our units in a
hot standby (mode 3) operating condition and not attempt a

,

natural circulation cooldown.

Although in the seven years of operation of the ANO station we
have experienced several (4) partial losses of off-site power,
we have not experienced a total loss and the duration of the

,

| losses have been for a period of minutes rather than hours.
Consequently, we feel that'it is unlikely that we will need to
perform a natural circulation cooldown in the future.

In the event that natural circulation cooldown should become
necessary we do not believe it is nece9sary to preclude upper

,

head steam space formation. Maximizing the RCS cooldown rate
and maintaining a high RCS pressure will ma<imize the reactar
vessel upper head heat loss while preventing void formation.
Following a hold period to allow fer odeccate reactor vessel
upper head heat transfer, depressuri:ction of the RCS to the
shutdown cooling entry pressure can occur without drawing a
bubble in the reactor vessel dome. If a void should occur
during RCS depressurization, no structural damage would occur

j to the reactor vessel shell or internals. A method of cooling
the reactor vessel upper head by expanding and collapsing ai

reactor vessel dome bubble has been evaluated by our NSSS
venders. Analysis shows the upper reactor vessel head cooldown
rate can be accelerated by the reactor vessel head fill and
drain process without any thermal, hydraulic, or fatigue damage
to reactor vessel components. .

Therefore, we believe the necessary and appropriate actions are
to train our operations personnel in hcw to recognize the
situation and how to respond should voiding occur. We have
implemented this training for operators at both units as well
as procedural modifications.

Item 2: Verification that supplies of condensate grade auxiliary
feedwater are sufficient to support your cooldown method.

1

! Response: Our procedures do not require cooldown ra*.es slow enough to
insure that voiding of the reactor vessel head cannot occur
during natural circulation coolina. Consequently our

, condensate grade auxiliary feedwater supply should be adequate
, afety grade source of! to support our cooldown method. i t.: w

auxiliary feedwater at ANO is the service water system which
1
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provides a virtually limitless supply. (As discussed in item
1, we believe the possibility of a natural circulation cooldown
at ANO is very unlikely and certainly would be quite
infrequent). Use of service water, in this situation, would be
acceptable, if required.

Item 3: A description of your training program and the provisions of
your procedures (e.g., limited cooldown rate, response to rapid
change in pressurizer level) that deal with prevention or
mitigation of reactor vessel voiding.

Response: Given our response to Item 1 above, the training and
procedures discussion below is oriented toward recognition and
mitigation. The response is addressed on a unit specific
basis.

ANO-1

All licensed operators have completed part one of B&W's
" Operator Training - Degraded Core Recognition" course and are
currently receiving training in part two. These programs
address, in great detail, void formation, void recognition, and
corrective actions. In September, our licensed operators and
Shift Technical Advisors began a course on heat transfer, fluid
flow, and Thermodynamics. This course includes application of
these three subjects to the St. Lucie natural circulation
cooldown event.

Procedures have been developed and implemented, consistent with
our response to Item 1.

ANO-2

All licensed operators have attended a requalification program
conducted on the CE simulator in which the St. Lucie event was
reviewed in detail.

Procedures have been developed and implemented, consistent with
our response to Item 1.

Very truly yours,

krue.7A
David C. Trimble
Manager, Licensing
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